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Dynamics of flux creep in underdoped single crystals of Y12xPrxBa2Cu3O72d
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Transport as well as magnetic relaxation properties of the mixed state were studied on strongly underdoped
Y12xPrxBa2Cu3O72d crystals. We observed two correlated phenomena—a coupling transition and a transition
to quantum creep. The distribution of transport current below the coupling transition is highly nonuniform,
which facilitates quantum creep. We speculate that in the mixed state below the coupling transition, where
dissipation is non-Ohmic, the current distribution may be unstable with respect to self-channeling, resulting in
the formation of very thin current-carrying layers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The majority of experiments devoted to the study of d
sipation in the mixed state of cuprate superconductors w
performed on optimally doped~maximum critical tempera-
ture Tc) single crystals, thin films, or superlatttices. Mea
while, in underdoped systems, the normal state prope
exhibit a number of unusual features which quite possi
hold a key to the understanding of the nature of the nor
and superconducting states in cuprates. Also, as a resu
the lowerTc and upper critical fieldHc2, the dissipation in
underdoped systems can be measured down to much l
reduced temperaturesT/Tc in relatively small fields of a few
tesla. In contrast, in optimally doped single crystals, the d
sipation falls below typically detectable levels at mu
higher reduced temperatures. Thus, underdoped cuprate
cilitate the study of a broader range of the magnetic fie
temperatureH-T phase diagram of the ‘‘vortex matter’’ tha
optimally doped superconductors. These facts provid
compelling reason to undertake a comprehensive study o
mixed state of strongly underdoped cuprates, including b
transport and magnetic relaxation measurements.

One of the outstanding and extensively debated quest
is the nature of the coupling transition in layered vortex s
tems. A sharp coupling transition has been observed
superconductor/insulator multilayers beginning with the p
neering work of Giaever,1 and later in Refs. 2 and 3. In
magnetic fieldH applied normally to the planes, the pos
tions of 2D vortices~pancakes! on neighboring supercon
ducting layers tend to be uncorrelated at high temperatu
This vortex state is called 2D liquid. As the temperatu
decreases, the correlation in the direction of the applied m
netic field strengthens and the vortices tend to form cohe
3D flexible lines. For high-Tc superconductors, though, th
existence of the coupling transition is not as obvious. Sev
groups using a six-terminal~flux transformer! technique have
arrived at conflicting conclusions.

Safaret al.4 reported the observation of a transition to
3D liquid in YBa2Cu3O72d which manifests itself as a con
vergence of voltages generated by the motion of vortices
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~2!/1538~10!/$15.00
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opposite faces of the sample. However, such a strong m
festation of the coupling transition appears to be the exc
tion rather than the rule. Other groups have observed
voltages generated on opposite faces of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8
~Refs. 5–8! and YBa2Cu3O72d ~Ref. 9! single crystals di-
verge with lowering temperature, rather than converge.

A point of view which can reconcile the results of the
experiments is that a significant increase in the correla
lengthLc of the vortices in thec direction indeed takes plac
at a well defined temperature, butLc may remain smaller
than the thickness of the sample. Thus, voltages generate
opposite faces of the sample may never converge in spit
a macroscopic correlation length. The underdoped cupr
present an opportunity to test this idea for reasons prese
above. If the coupling transition can be proven in an und
doped system, it must also occur in optimally doped cupra
since the coupling between the CuO2 bilayers decreases with
underdoping.

A second important question in the physics of vortex m
ter is the possibility of nonactivated, temperature indep
dent, creep due to quantum rather than classical~over the
barrier! relaxation at low temperatures. Superconductors r
resent, perhaps, the only system in which relaxation due
quantum creep is an experimentally accessible phenome
Here, a strongly nonequilibrium macroscopic metasta
state relaxes coherently without thermal activation. In co
trast, in the majority of other macroscopic metastable s
tems, relaxation proceeds as a sequence of a large numb
uncorrelated microscopic steps, requiring thermal activat
over an energy barrier.

Yet, the evidence of a magnetic relaxation rate that d
not extrapolate to zero asT→0 has not reached a poin
where experimental data can form a cohesive picture of
phenomenon. While nonvanishing magnetic relaxation
been observed in both single crystals and thin films,10–13

nonvanishing resistance has been observed only in ultra
films.14–16This has contributed to the assertion that tempe
ture independent resistance in films and nonvanishing l
temperature magnetic relaxation in single crystals are u
lated phenomena. Since these two types of measurem
1538 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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PRB 61 1539DYNAMICS OF FLUX CREEP IN UNDERDOPED SINGLE . . .
involve different ranges of current~small currents in trans
port and large currents, close to the critical currentJc , in
magnetic relaxation!, they are open to alternative interpret
tions, not related to quantum creep. For example, Gerber
Franse17 have argued that nonvanishing magnetic relaxat
at low temperatures may result from self-heating, so that
local temperature of the sample is higher than that of
ambient.

The best way to address these issues is to conduct
types of measurements on the same system. A signature
temperature independent creep appearing in both trans
and magnetic relaxation measurements at the same tem
ture would be convincing proof that this phenomenon is
an artifact and reflects a fundamental change in the re
ation process.

The strongly underdoped Y12xPrxBa2Cu3O72d(Tc'17
– 21 K! system is an excellent candidate for this study. O
interesting aspect of this lowTc system is that its norma
state, revealed by the suppression of superconductivity
magnetic field, is a two-dimensional insulator.18 The reduced
dissipation in the normal core of a vortex~due to a large
normal-state resistivityrn) increases the mobility of the
vortices19 and, therefore, favors quantum tunneling.20–22

Thus, in such an insulator-superconductor material we
expect that the transition from thermally activated to qu
tum creep takes place at higher temperatures than in con
tional superconductors or in more metallic cuprates w
higherTc .

In addition, as shown below, this insulato
superconductor system provides an example of a drastic
parture from the current theoretical understanding of
quantum creep phenomenon. Extrapolation of the theore
results for dirty superconductors leads to the conclusion
the zero temperature magnetic relaxation rate scales with
zero temperature normal state conductivitysn . Contrary to
this, as shown below, the magnetic relaxation rate
Y0.47Pr0.53Ba2Cu3O72d remains finite in spite ofsn(T)→0
at T→0.

We reported the observation of quantum creep
Y12xPrxBa2Cu3O72d crystals in a recent paper.23 In this pa-
per, we present more data and an extended analysis of
transport and magnetic relaxation measurements on
strongly underdoped single crystals
Y0.47Pr0.53Ba2Cu3O72d with Tc'17 and 21 K, respectively
The two twinned single crystals were grown by a self-fl
technique as described elsewhere.24 Typical dimensions are
0.830.530.015 mm3, with the c axis of the crystals ori-
ented along the smallest dimension.

By performing transport measurements as a function
applied currentI and magnetic fieldH, we demonstrate the
existence of a current independent coupling transition te
peratureT* (H) preceding the crossover to quantum cre
The dissipation is Ohmic aboveT* and non-Ohmic below
T* . A picture that arises from these observations is that
sample, atT,T* , is divided into two macroscopic regions:
layer near the primary face~where the current contacts a
located! which carries most of the transport current, and
rest of the sample which remains mostly undisturbed by
current. Inside these layers the vortices are coupled, with
correlation length comparable to the thickness of the resp
tive layer. On the other hand, these two macroscopic reg
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are decoupled from each other. As a result, the ratioVp /Vs
of the primary to the secondary voltage increases with
creasing temperature several orders of magnitude ove
value in the normal state.

The crossover to temperature independent~quantum!
creep takes place atT5Tq(H),T* (H) and only in the top
~current-carrying! layer; the rest of the sample continues
exhibit thermally activated creep. This leads us to the c
clusion that the upper layer has a thickness of only a few u
cells, similar to ultrathin films and multilayers, the only oth
systems in which quantum creep has been observed in tr
port. Outside this region, the vortices have much grea
length, which suppresses quantum tunneling because
probability of tunneling decreases exponentially with t
length of the tunneling segment. We argue below that
formation of one or several very thin channels that carr
current density much greater than average may be a resu
non-Ohmic dissipation belowT* which can lead to an insta
bility of the current distribution with respect to sel
channeling.

In order to confirm that theT-independent dissipation i
due to quantum tunneling, we performed magnetic relaxa
measurements on a similar crystal of Y12xPrxBa2Cu3O72d .
The results show a transition toT-independent relaxation rat
at approximately the same temperatureTq(H) as in trans-
port. In addition, we were able to determine the characteri
relaxation time which characterizes the rate of relaxation
inhibited by the lack of thermal energy. The value of th
‘‘escape time’’;1 s indicates that the relaxation of the ma
netic moment is governed by the diffusion of vortices fro
the bulk to the outer edge of the sample.

II. TRANSPORT MEASUREMENTS

Transport measurements were performed using the ‘‘fl
transformer’’ contact configuration~the inset to Fig. 1!. The
currentI was injected through the contacts on one face of
sample and the voltage drops between contacts on the s
~primary voltageVp) and the opposite~secondary voltage

FIG. 1. PrimaryVp and secondaryVs voltages normalized to the
total currentI and magnetic fieldH plotted vs 1/T for five magnetic
fields ~0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1 T!. The slope decreases with increa
ing field which is parallel to thec axis. Inset: Contact configuration
used in our measurements.
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1540 PRB 61STEIN, LEVIN, ALMASAN, GAJEWSKI, AND MAPLE
Vs) faces were measured for temperature, total current,
magnetic field applied parallel to thec axis of the crystal in
the ranges of 1.9 K<T<20 K, 0.3mA<I<2 mA, and 0.2
T<H<9 T. The single crystal, cleaved into a bar-shap
sample, was mounted on a single-crystal MgO substr
~MgO and YBa2Cu3O72d have similar coefficients of ther
mal expansion.! The eight electrodes were fabricated
bonding 2 mil Au wire to the sample with Ag paste. A typ
cal contact resistance was 2V or less. The mean-field supe
conducting transition temperatureTc0.16.9 K was deter-
mined from the temperature dependence of the in-pl
electrical resistanceR(T) measured in a magneticall
shielded environment (H,1022 G! with a low transport cur-
rent density (,10 A/cm2) by using the 2D Coulomb ga
model.25 At Tc0 (.16.9 K! the resistance of the sample
90% that of the normal state value.

A. Thermally assisted creep

Figure 1 gives an overall view of the temperature a
field dependence of the primaryVp and secondaryVs volt-
ages. These voltages are normalized to the current and
The convergence of these curves atT'9 K indicates a re-
gime where the dissipation is due to the free motion of v
tices. At lower temperatures, both resistances exhibit a
vatedT dependence with field-dependent activation energ
Due to the resistive anisotropy of the crystal, greater curr
flows near the primary face so thatVp.Vs in both the nor-
mal and mixed states. At even lowerT, the primary voltage
becomesT independent indicating onset of quantum cre
while the secondary voltage remains thermally activated

At T'9 K, the resistance determined from both the p
mary and secondary voltages is proportional to the app
field, i.e.,

Ri}Ri
n H

Hc2
, ~1!

whereRi[Rp,s[Vp,s /I andRi
n is the corresponding norma

state resistance. Equation~1! describes the free flow of vor
tices near the upper critical fieldHc2(T).19 Fields of 0.2 T
and higher are large enough, for this sample, to shift
onset of free flux flow regime substantially below the ze
field Tc'17 K.

The system of vortices undergoes a transition into a n
state at a sharply defined temperatureT* (H) which is the
samefor both primary and secondary voltages and decrea
with increasingH @Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!#. For T.T* , the ac-
tivation energies near the primary and secondary faces o
crystal @Ep,s[2d ln Vp,s/d(1/T)# are equal and, therefore
current independent. BelowT* , both Ep and Es change
@both Vp,s(T) curves acquire a different slope#, but always
Es.Ep . The value ofT* decreases strongly with increasin
field.

It is interesting that the ratioVp /Vs which changes with
temperature and field appears to scale with the values ofT* ,
as demonstrated in the inset to Fig. 2~a!. Plotted versus
T/T* , the data points for different fields form a single curv
Note also that the transition toT-independent creep take
place atT5Tq'0.5520.6 T* . Such a strong correlation
betweenTq andT* is a clear indication that the changes
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the vortex system which occur atT* have a strong impact on
the transition to quantum creep, or, perhaps, are a prere
site for such a transition.

Further details of the transformation atT* are presented
in Fig. 3, where the primary resistanceRp(T) is shown for
several values of the transport current within a range of o
two decades~1 mA<I<250 mA). The dissipation atT

FIG. 2. Arrhenius plots of the primaryVp and secondaryVs

voltages measured in two different fields and currents;~a! 0.6 T and
I 5100 mA, and ~b! 1.5 T andI 510 mA. Inset to 2~a!: The ‘‘an-
isotropy’’ Vp /Vs plotted vs reduced temperatureT/T* for applied
magnetic fieldsH of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, and 4.0

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the primary resistanceVp /I
for different values of the total current measured in a magnetic fi
H50.2 T. The resistance is Ohmic aboveT* and non-Ohmic below
T* . For clarity, the inset shows the same data for two values
current, 1mA and 250mA. The solid lines are guides to the eye
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PRB 61 1541DYNAMICS OF FLUX CREEP IN UNDERDOPED SINGLE . . .
.T* is Ohmic, so that the resistanceRp(T) and activation
energyEp are current independent. However, the dissipat
becomes non-Ohmic belowT* . At low currents, the activa-
tion energy belowT* is greater than aboveT* , so that the
curve Rp(1/T) has downward curvature. The activation e
ergy decreases with increasing current, and, at sufficie
large currents,Ep(I ) becomes smaller than it is atT.T* .
For large enough currents, therefore,Rp(1/T) acquires up-
ward curvature. This explains the upward curvature aro
T* of Rp(T) in Fig. 2~a! ~large current! and its downward
curvature in Fig. 2~b! ~smaller current!. The secondary volt-
age Vs reflects the substantially smaller current dens
reaching the secondary~bottom! surface of the sample. I
shows some degree of non-Ohmicity, but not as pronoun
as the primary voltage.

The kink atT* in Rp @Figs. 2~a!, 2~b!, and 3# is similar to
that observed in four-point resistive measurements
Mo77Ge33/Ge and Mo/Si multilayers2,3 and oxygen deficien
YBa2Cu3O72d thin films.26 However, the Mo77Ge33/Ge
multilayers exhibit a downward curvature inR(T),2 while
the YBa2Cu3O72d films show an upward curvature;26 the
Mo/Si shows downward curvature for some samples and
ward curvature for others.3 The data in the inset to Fig. 3
demonstrate that the origin of this contradiction is the curr
dependence of the activation energy belowT* . The thresh-
old current at which the curvature ofR(T) changes sign is
material and sample specific, which explains seemingly c
tradictory, in this respect, outcomes of different experimen

Furthermore, Fig. 3 shows that the crossover tempera
T* is current independent. This, along with the fact thatT*
is the same for both the primary and secondary voltag
indicates a thermodynamic transition atT* rather than a ki-
netic phenomenon. All these results indicate that this th
modynamic transition is between a system of decoupled
vortices and a system of 3D vortices with the macrosco
coherence length along the direction of the magnetic fi
~the c axis in this case!.

At T.T* , the vortices are not coherent in the direction
the magnetic field~decoupled! and behave as 2D ‘‘pan
cakes.’’ The dissipation mechanism is activated hopping
2D pancakes over potential barriers since the activation
ergies are the same for the primary and secondary surfac

FIG. 4. Magnetic field dependence of the activation ene
U2D[d ln Vp,s /d(1/T) determined atT.T* . The solid line is a
guide to the eye.
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spite of the nonuniform current distribution. Figure 4 is
plot of the activation energyU2D[Ep,s versus field atT
.T* . U2D(H) decreases monotonically with increasin
field. This is expected because some of the vortices fill
deepest pinning wells. This leads, due to mutual repulsion
a smoother potential profile~healing of the random potential!
and, on average, lower activation energies for the rest of
vortices, which provide the bulk of the dissipation. The d
crease of the activation energy due to healing is most p
nounced at low vortex densities~low H) since the vortices
heal the deepest parts of the pinning profile first. The e
ciency of this process decreases at higher vortex dens
~higherH). Correspondingly, the rate of change,dU2D/dH,
decreases with increasing field.

The pancake vortices form coherent lines atT,T* and,
hence, the activation energy increases (Vp,s curve down-
ward!. However, the vortex lines do not extend through t
whole thickness of the sample, so thatVp remains greater
than Vs and the ratioVp /Vs even increases belowT* @see
the inset to 2~a!#. Moreover, the activation energy decreas
with increasing current and eventually becomessmallerthan
that for 2D pancake vortices (Vp acquires an upward curva
ture!. This is clearly inconsistent with the idea that the co
relation lengthLc is limited by ‘‘flux cutting’’ processes.27 If
Lc along thec axis is destroyed by the stress due to t
driving force, the activation energy would decrease with
creasing current but could not become smaller than it is
2D pancake vortices. It is obvious then, that belowT* a new
channel of relaxation opens up and becomes dominan
sufficiently large currents.

Both the field and current dependences of the activa
energy atT,T* are consistent with a 3D plastic cree
model based on dislocation mediated motion of vortic
similar with diffusion of dislocations in atomic solids,28 with
the activation energy given by28,29

Upl~ I ,B!5Upl
0 ~B!F12S I

I c
plD mG , ~2!

whereB is the magnetic induction,Upl
0 (B) is the activation

energy atI 50, andI c
pl is the critical current correspondin

to the plastic motion of the vortices. In the limit of sma
currents, the activation energyUpl

0 for the motion of a dislo-
cation in a 3D vortex system can be estimated as the en
needed for the formation of a double kink over the Peie
barrier;22,29,30i.e.,

Upl
0 ~B!.

2a0e0

g
5

F0
2

8p2glab
2 S F0

B D 1/2

, ~3!

where e05(F0/4plab)
2 is the line tension for a vortex

aligned along thec axis,F052.0731027 G cm2 is the flux-
oid quantum,a05AF0 /B is the vortex lattice constant,g
5Alc /lab is the anisotropy parameter, andlab,c is the pen-
etration depth associated with screening currents flowing
the ab plane andc axis, respectively.

Figure 5~a! is a log-log plot ofUs
3D versusH, extracted

from the secondary voltageVs(T,H) where the current is
very small (I→0). The data exhibit anH21/2 dependence
which is characteristic of the motion of a dislocation in a 3

y
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1542 PRB 61STEIN, LEVIN, ALMASAN, GAJEWSKI, AND MAPLE
vortex structure@Eq. ~3!#. Figure 5~b! displays the curren
dependence of the activation energyUp

3D5Ep extracted from
the primary voltageVp(T,I ) for T,T* , measured in a mag
netic fieldH50.2 T. The double arrow indicates the value
the current independentU2D at T.T* for the same magnetic
field. Notice thatU3D.U2D for I ,0.1 mA andU3D,U2D

for I .0.1 mA. At this threshold current,Vp(T) changes its
curvature from downward open to upward open. In su
mary, these results show that the dissipation atT,T* is
determined by two parallel processes: thermally activa
motion of correlated vortices~dominant at low currents! with
the activation energy greater than that for a 2D vortex, a
plastic motion of dislocations~dominant at higher currents!
with the activation energy smaller than that for a 2D vorte

A schematic model of the flux flow which transpires fro
these observations is shown in Fig. 6. The current app
through the contacts on the primary face creates a non
form Lorentz force acting on the vortices, which is equiv
lent to the application of a shear stress to a fragile solid. T
shear stress triggers plastic flow which is strongest near
primary surface where the current density is greatest. On
other hand, the vortex lines near the secondary face rem

FIG. 5. FieldH dependence of the activation energyU3D deter-
mined from the secondary voltage asd ln Vs /d(1/T) for T,T* . The
solid line is a fit of the data to Eq.~3!. ~b! CurrentI dependence of
the activation energyUp

3D determined from the primary voltage a
d ln Vp /d(1/T) for T,T* in a field H50.2 T. In the limit of small
current, the value ofUp

3D is equal to that ofUs
3D determined from

the secondary voltage in the same range of temperatureT,T* . The
value ofU2D is also indicated by the double arrow.
-
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relatively undisturbed. This difference of shear stress res
in asymetric flux growth such that the vortices that gro
from the secondary surface are longer than those that o
nate on the primary face. These two regions of the sam
are uncoupled, yet inside each of them the vortices are
herent over macroscopic distances. In this scenario, the l
resistive anisotropy measured in the mixed state results f
the loss of the phase coherence only between two ma
scopic regions of the sample, not between all microsco
layers ~such as CuO2 bilayers! as in the 2D phase atT
.T* .

B. Quantum creep

At lower temperatures, another transition at a field dep
dent temperatureTq takes place@see Figs. 1, 2~a!, and 2~b!#.
The primary voltageVp becomes temperature independe
and scales with the applied magnetic field; i.e., the resista
curves Rp5Vp /I normalized to the magnetic fieldRp /H
tend to converge belowTq ~Fig. 1!. It is important to note
that, although the secondary voltage~which represents the
dissipation in the lower section of the sample! does not ex-
hibit the transition toT-independent resistance, the activati
energy is noticeably smaller belowTq @Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!#.

Since most of the current flows in a thin layer near t
primary surface, it is useful to give an estimate of the va
of the sheet resistance and residual mobility:

Rh5
Rpb

l
. ~4!

Hereb'0.5 mm is the width of the sample andl'0.3 mm is
the distance between the voltage contacts. Following
conventional treatment31 of the dissipation due to vortex
drift, the sheet resistance can be expressed in terms o
vortex mobilitym res ~the total mobility of a moving segment
not the mobility per unit length!:

m res5
Rhc2

f0H
, ~5!

wherec is the speed of light andf0 is the flux quantum. For
Rh}H ~Fig. 1!, the vortices belowTq are characterized by a
finite, field independent ‘‘residual mobility’’ even in the
limit T→0. The saturation ofVp at low temperatures persist
even at the lowest current of 0.01 mA. At low currents,Rh

5RH with R'20 mV/T5631026\/e2 T21; the corre-
sponding ‘‘residual mobility’’m res'131010 s/g.

FIG. 6. Schematic representation of the current flow within
single crystal. The transport current flows mainly in the upp
~shaded! layer. The vortices are coupled within each layer, but
two layers, current-carrying and ‘‘dormant’’~unshaded! are decou-
pled from each other. The correlation length of vortices in the d
mant layer is greater than that in the current-carrying layer.
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PRB 61 1543DYNAMICS OF FLUX CREEP IN UNDERDOPED SINGLE . . .
As shown in Fig. 7, the resistanceRh is current indepen-
dent at lower currents and increases with increasing cur
at I .10 mA. The current dependence ofRh can be well
fitted with

Rh5HRS 11
I

I 0
D 1/2

, ~6!

with I 0'20 mA.
These observations clearly indicate that, in strongly

derdoped Y12xPrxBa2Cu3O72d , quantum creep begins t
dominate classical, thermally activated, creep at relativ
high temperaturesTq;5 K in H50.2 T. A factor that may
facilitate a transition from classical to quantum creep is
high normal state resistivity. Previously, we measured
normal state resistivityrn(T) of the same sample by sup
pressing the superconductivity with a large magnetic field18

This showed that the normal state of this superconducto
insulating, similar to that of PrBa2Cu3O72d , so thatrn(T)
→` asT→0. The reduced dissipation in the normal core
a vortex due to a large normal-state resistivity increases
mobility of the vortices19 and, therefore, facilitates
tunneling.20

However, current theories cannot be directly applied
this system, because they predict the Euclidian actionSE of
the tunneling process to scale to zero with the zero temp
ture normal-state conductivity;32 i.e.,

SE

\
'

\Lc

e2rn~0!
, ~7!

whereLc is the length of the tunneling segment. It is cle
however, from the small values of the sheet resistance
residual mobility,Rh}m res}exp$2SE /\%, that the Euclidian
action does not tend to zero, but remains finite atT→0.
Hence, the theory of vortex tunneling, as well as t
Bardeen-Stephen treatment of viscosity must be modified
systems which have insulating normal state underlying
superconductivity. A serious discrepancy between exp
mental and theoretical values of viscosity was also note
Ref. 13 by the analysis of the relaxation rate in dirty sup
conductors.

FIG. 7. CurrentI dependence of the sheet resistanceRh in the
quantum creep regime for two values of magnetic field 0.2 and
T.
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Previously, the quantum creep in transport measurem
was observed exclusively in thin films whose thickness
not exceed 30–40 Å .14–16 The main reason for this is th
exponential decrease of the probability of tunneling with
creasing correlation length along the field direction. In film
this length is restricted by the thickness of the film. O
crystals have a much greater thickness, about 1.53105 Å .
However, the fact that we observe aT independent primary
voltage Vp and a thermally activatedVs indicates that the
thickness of the ‘‘upper’’~current-carrying! layer~see Fig. 6!
is probably self-restricted to just a few unit cells, thus fac
tating tunneling of such short segments even at relativ
high temperatures (T'5 K!. The correlation length is much
longer in the rest of the sample~below the current-carrying
layer!, comparable to the total thickness of the sample a
as a result, the vortices do not tunnel and the second
voltage remains thermally activated~Figs. 1 and 2!. It is
interesting, however, that the transition to quantum cre
still has an effect on the bulk of the crystal, because
activation energy determined by the slope of the second
resistanceud ln Rs/d(1/T)u decreases atTq .

III. RELAXATION OF MAGNETIZATION

To verify that the transition to a temperature independ
creep, discussed above, is due to quantum tunneling, we
performed magnetic relaxation measurements on ano
single crystal of Y0.47Pr0.53Ba2Cu3O72d , using a SQUID
magnetometer over a temperature range 2 K<T<20 K for
applied magnetic fieldsH up to 5 T. A small, 3 cm, scanning
length was used to minimize the variations in field stren
inside the sample due to spatial inhomogeneities in the m
net (dH,0.048%). The superconducting transition tempe
tureTc.21 K of this single crystal was determined from th
onset of diamagnetism measured in a low magnetic fi
(H510 Oe!. The irreversibility temperatureTirr for a given
H was defined as the temperature above which the zero-fi
cooled and field-cooled magnetic moments are identi
Magnetic relaxation measurements were performed by c
ing the sample in zero field, applying a fieldH1DH (DH
50.3 T for allH) parallel to thec axis of the crystal and then
reducing it toH. The decay of the resultant paramagne
moment was monitored for several hours ('104 s! in con-
stant fieldH. This procedure was used to ensure that
sample was in the fully critical state.33 The irreversible part
of the magnetic momentMirr was obtained approximatel
by subtracting the field-cooled moment from the total me
sured moment.

From this data we can determine whether the relaxa
process also exhibits a transition from thermally activated
quantum relaxation at the same temperature as the tran
resistance. When the relaxation of the magnetic moment
ceeds as a sequence of uncorrelated microscopic steps,
requiring thermal activation over an energy barrier, the de
time td during which the induced moment loses asubstantial
fraction of its initial value can be expressed as

td5tescexpH U~H,T!

T J . ~8!

Here the Boltzman factor reflects the degree of availability
energyU required for an average elementary step to proc

.4
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and is essentially independent of the physics of the relaxa
process. The pre-exponential factortesc is a measure of how
rapidly the relaxation would proceed, had it not been limit
by the unavailability of thermal energy. We calltesc an es-
cape timeto distinguish it from the microscopic attempt tim
ta which characterizes the period of vibration of the vort
inside a pinning well. The escape time depends on the siz
the sample and may depend as well on the magnetic field
temperature. Factorization of the decay time given by Eq.~8!
is meaningful as long as the Boltzman factor exp(U/T)@1, so
that it dominates the temperature and field dependence otd .
Since the activation energy vanishes nearTc , the definition
of td can be specified further by taking a linearT depen-
dence of the effective barrier:

U~H,T!'U0~H !S 12
T

Tcr
D , ~9!

whereTcr is the temperature at which the effective activati
energy vanishes. It is commonly taken to be equal to
critical temperature, but may be smaller thanTc and close to
the irreversibility temperature. Thus, the decay time has
form

td5tescexpH U0~H !S 1

T
2

1

Tcr
D J . ~10!

We want to emphasize that Eq.~8! is more general than
any particular dynamic model of the relaxation proce
driven by fluctuations. Therefore, it can also be obtain
within the commonly used model in which the relaxation
described as a decay of the average supercurrentJ deter-
mined by current-dependent activation energyU(J,B,T):

dJ

dt
52K expH 2

U~J,H,T!

T J . ~11!

SinceU(J) increases with decreasing current, this equat
can be integrated by the method of steepest descent:

Kt5E
J

Jc
dJ8 expH U~J8!

T J '
T

udU/dJu
expH U~J!

T J . ~12!

All unknown parameters can be absorbed into onetesc so
that an approximate solution of Eq.~11! has the form

U~J,H,T!

T
5 lnS t

tesc
D , ~13!

from which Eq.~8! immediately follows. Equation~13! was
obtained earlier34 by a more circuitous derivation.

With U(J) given by the collective creep model,22

U~J,H,T!5
U~H,T!

n F S Jc

J D n

21G , ~14!

Eq. ~13! gives the following time dependence ofJ:

J~ t !5JcS 11n
T

U
ln~ t/tesc! D 21/n

. ~15!

On the other hand, for an arbitraryU(J) in Eq. ~13!, the
initial decay (Jc2J!Jc) is linear in logarithm of time~Kim-
Anderson formula!:
n

d

of
nd

e

e

s
d

n

J~ t !5JcF12S T

U D ln
t

tesc
G , ~16!

whereU5JcudU/dJcu, the critical current is determined b
the condition U(Jc)50, and it is assumed thatdU/dJ
5const atJ5Jc .

Due to the slowness of relaxation, the decay timetd can-
not be directly determined by monitoring the relaxation
the induced moment until it loses a substantial fraction of
initial value. An alternative method is to estimate the dec
time by extrapolating the initial decay ofJ(t) to lower cur-
rent values. Specifically, when the initial decay is describ
by Eq. ~16!, we definetd from the conditionJ(td)50.
Comparing this definition with the collective creep formul
Eq. ~15!, we see that the so-definedtd corresponds to a de
cay to the level ofJc /(11n)1/n. The current densityJ can be
experimentally determined by the irreversible part of t
magnetic momentMirr (t)}J(t).

Representative semilog plots ofMirr (t)}J(t) as a func-
tion of time t for several temperatures measured in a fi
H50.8 T are shown in Fig. 8. Within a decade of time 13

2104 s, the relaxation curves can be well fitted to

Mirr 5a2b ln~ t/t0!, ~17!

where t0 is an arbitrary unit of time. The decay time fo
which Mirr (td)50 is then given by

td5t0 expH a

bJ . ~18!

With this definition,td is universal and does not depend o
the choice oft0.

Figure 9 shows the decay time calculated according to
~18! and plotted against the inverse temperature for differ
values of magnetic field. A comparison of these data w
td(T) given by Eq.~10! allows us to determine whether th
relaxation crosses over from activated to nonactivated dep
dence, and at what temperature. At higher temperatures
deed, the data display an Arrhenius dependence with a s
d ln td /d(1/T) decreasing with increasing field. This trend

FIG. 8. Timet dependence of the relaxation of the irreversib
magnetic momentMirr measured at different temperatures in
magnetic fieldH50.8 T. To avoid clutter, only a few representativ
curves are shown.
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consistent with the field dependence of the activation ene
in transport measurements, Fig. 1.

It is important to note that the values of the activati
energy determined by the slopesd ln td /d(1/T) are not uni-
versal and depend on the criterion used to define the de
time @see Eq.~13!#. However, the pre-exponential factortesc
is universal and can be determined by the extrapolation
the Arrhenius dependence oftd(T) to the temperatureTcr .
Indeed, a linear extrapolation of the data in the activa
region to higher temperatures~straight lines in Fig. 9! shows
that the lines converge atTcr'19 K ~which is consistent
with the value ofTc or Tirr ). The point of convergence
corresponds totd5tesc'1 s. This is an extremely larg
characteristic time of relaxation in comparison with the
tempt time which is typically assumed to be of the order
1029210212 s. The value of the escape time can be e
mated from the following consideration. The decay of t
induced moment occurs when vortices leave the samp35

Over long times~in comparison with the microscopic tim
scale! any type of rearrangement of vortices reduces to
fusion. Correspondingly, the escape time can be estimate
the time required for a vortex to diffuse from the bulk to t
outer edge of the sample:

tesc;
R2

Dv
;

R2

val a
2
[

R2m*

\
, ~19!

whereR is the characteristic size of the sample in the dir
tion of diffusion ~in thea-b plane in our case!, andDv is the
diffusion coefficient determined by the attempt frequencyva
and the average elementary vortex hopping distancel a . With
tesc;1 s and R2;102221023 cm2 ~for the crystal we
measured!, Eq. ~19! gives D v;102221023 cm2/s. This
value ofDv is consistent with an elementary step of the ord
of the correlation length l a;100 Å and va;1010

2109 s21. We define the effective massm* of a segment of
the vortex line through the uncertainty principle,va

FIG. 9. Decay timetd vs 1/T for several values of magneti
field (H50.1, 0.2, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.2 T!. The slope decreases wit
increasing field. The straight line extrapolations of the Arrhen
type dependence converge atTcr'19 K and td5tesc'1 s. The
saturation oftd at the level 101121012 s is due to quantum creep
y

ay
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d

-
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-
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;\/m* la
2 . With these estimates, the effective mass of

diffusing vortex segment is 1022103 times the electron
mass.

Quantum creep

At lower temperatures, the decay time saturates a
roughly temperature- and field-independent level~Fig. 9!.
The crossover temperaturesTq(H) from transport~Fig. 1!
and magnetic relaxation~Fig. 9! measurements are ver
close in spite of a very large difference in the currents
volved in these measurements. The fact that the transitio
a temperature independent dissipation takes place in
transport and magnetic relaxation processes, and at app
mately the same temperature in a given field, indicates
both phenomena have a common origin.

In the regime of quantum relaxation, the relaxation rate
limited by the probability of tunneling as determined by t
Euclidian actionSE . Similar to Eq.~11!, the relaxation rate
of the supercurrent can be expressed in terms of the cur
dependentSE(J):

dJ

dt
52K expH 2

SE~J,H !

\ J , ~20!

which has a solution similar to Eq.~13!:

SE~J!

\
5 lnS t

tesc
D . ~21!

Provided thatdSE /dJ5const atJc , whereJc is determined
by the conditionSE(Jc)50, the initial decay has the sam
linear in logarithm of time dependence as in the class
case@see Eq.~17!#; i.e.,

J~ t !5JcS 12
\

S0
ln

t

tesc
D , ~22!

whereS0[JcudSE /dJcu. The decay time determined by th
extrapolation of Eq.~22! to J(td)50 is given by

td5tescexpH S0

\ J . ~23!

The value of the escape time should be similar to tha
the classical regime since it is determined by the diffus
uninhibited either by the lack of the thermal energy, or
the small tunneling probability. Therefore, we can estim
S0 from the data of Fig. 9:

S0

\
5 lnS td

tesc
D'25. ~24!

This value is comparable, but somewhat smaller than th
reported for other systems.13

IV. SUMMARY AND SPECULATIONS

We have observed quantum creep in underdo
Y12xPrxBa2Cu3O72d crystals using both transport and ma
netic relaxation measurements. The transition to quan
creep is preceded by a coupling transition which leads
non-Ohmic dissipation. The evidence presented in previ

s
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sections leads us to a picture of the current density distr
tion shown in Fig. 6. Most of the transport current is co
fined to a very thin layer below the current contacts. T
current-carrying layer is decoupled from the rest of the cr
tal, where the vortices are mostly undisturbed by the curr
and are coherent over a macroscopically long distance,
haps comparable to the thickness of this ‘‘dormant’’ lay
which is practically the same as the thickness of the sam

The transition from thermally activated to temperature
dependent dissipation takes place only in the curre
carrying layer. The relatively large tunneling probabili
which makes possible the observation of this crossove
T'5 K in these crystals is due to very short tunneling s
ments, large normal state resistivity, and a large current d
sity. In the rest of the sample, the vortices are much lon
and their tunneling is suppressed, as manifested by activ
T dependence of the secondary voltage down to the low
temperature. This is consistent with the fact that quant
creep was previously observed only in transport experime
on ultrathin films and multilayers with a thickness no mo
than 30–40 Å .

Magnetic relaxation measurements substantiate that
T-independent resistance is due to quantum creep. The d
time of the magnetic moment becomesT-independent at ap
proximately the same temperatures~in a given magnetic
field! as in transport~see Figs. 1, 2, and 9!. We also deter-
mined the characteristic relaxation timetesc which turns out
to be very large,;1 s, in comparison with the microscop
attempt time.

While the finding of nonvanishing resistance atT→0 in a
crystal and its correlation with nonvanishing magnetic rel
ation rate is important and has never been observed be
our results also raise another important question. In the
mal and mixed stateabovethe temperature of the couplin
transition T* , the crystals of Y12xPrxBa2Cu3O72d are not
very anisotropic. In the sample with the lengthL'1 mm and
thicknessD'0.015 mm, the ratioVp /Vs;2 @see the inset to
Fig. 2~a!#, so that the transport current fills fairly uniforml
the whole cross section. On the other hand, the transitio
quantum creep indicates that belowTq the current-carrying
volume collapses into a thin layer, possibly just a few u
cells thick. This favors the quantum creep for two reaso
minimum length of the vortex segments and maximum c
rent density which reduces the height of pinning barrie
This opens the question of the nature of such a drastic s
channeling of the transport current.

A possible answer to this question is related to the n
Ohmic, current-dependent resistive anisotropy. This can
illustrated by the following qualitative dimensional conside
ations. According to local electrodynamics, in the sam
with thicknessD ~the inset to Fig. 1!, the transport curren
tt.
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mostly flows within a layer of thicknessDe f f :
36

De f f'
D

h
; h[

pD

L S rc

rab
D 1/2

; h.1. ~25!

If the effective anisotropy increases with increasing curr
density j then the transport current exhibits a tendency
channel itself into an increasingly narrow layer as follow
Let us assume that to the lowest order inj, the anisotropy can
be written as

h'h0S 11
j 2

j 0
2D , ~26!

where

j 5
I

De f f
, ~27!

and I is the total current. Combining Eqs.~25!–~27!, we
obtain the following equation for the effective thickness
the current distribution:

De f f5
D

h0S 11
I 2

De f f
2 j 0

2D . ~28!

This equation has the solution

De f f5
D

2h0
F11A12

I 2

I ins
2 G , ~29!

where I ins5D j 0/2h0. As the total currentI increases,
De f f(I ) gradually decreases until it reaches half of its ze
current valueD/h0 at I 5I ins . For I .I ins , Eq. ~28! does not
have a real solution exceptDe f f50. Thus,I ins is a threshold
of instability @the corresponding value ofh ins5h(I ins)
52h0]. For I .I ins there is no stable current distributio
with macroscopic thickness. The current-carrying layer co
presses itself until it is a few unit cells thick, or until th
current density approaches the critical value. The existe
of such an instability would have significant implications f
our understanding of the electrical transport in layered sup
conductors and their applications.
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